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Abstract 
Quasi-Static Study on the Fluid and Structure Interactions of the 
Subsurface Safety Valves (SSSV) for Extreme High Pressure and High 
Temperature (XHPHT) Applications 
by 
Xiaoge Gan 
This thesis summarizes the preliminary design work of a new subsurface safety valve 
(SSSV) for extreme high pressure (30,000 psi) and high temperature (450°F) (XHPHT) 
applications. Current SSSV designs are not reliable in current production environments 
and certainly will not be qualified to fail-safe under XHPHT conditions. In this design 
stage, a quasi-static study on the fluid structure interactions of a flapper SSSV is 
conducted. A parametric 3D CAD model of a flapper SSSV is built in Solidworks. Then 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis is conducted in Ansys® CFX. CFD results 
and the water hammer pressure surge calculated are successfully imported into Ansys® 
Workbench followed by a finite element analysis (FEA) of the stresses. Flappers with 
different sealing types are compared and summarized. This study is a necessary step for 
the next design stage, which supplies information that might result in a technical step 
change in the SSSV design. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
With the ever growing demand for fuel energy and the diminishing in-land resources, the 
offshore exploration frontier for oil and natural gas has expanded rapidly recently. It has 
been shown that at least half of the remaining known oil and gas resources are located 
offshore [1]. As shown in Figure 1.1, huge reserves of oil and gas have been discovered 
in the ultra-deep water of the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) most recently. British Petroleum's 
35,055 ft-depth Tiber well [2] in the GOM is estimated to contain up to three billion 
barrels of oil. However, the extraction of ultra-deep water oils requires a giant leap in the 
design of drilling tools, including subsurface safety valves (SSSV). 
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Figure 1.1 Recent oil and gas discoveries in the Gulf of Mexico 
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Subsurface safety valves function as the fail-safe component for the whole drilling 
system, which must shut off the well in emergencies. Historically, subsurface safety 
valves have a high rate of failure due to severe downhole environments [3]. For the 
extreme high pressure (30,000 psi) and high temperature (450°F) [4] (XHPHT) of the 
ultra-deep water reservoirs, current designs of subsurface safety valves are doomed to 
fail. The existing performance data of the subsurface safety valves are of little value to 
refer to for the new design of the subsurface safety valves for extreme high pressure and 
high temperature application. However, failure modes of subsurface safety valves under 
such extreme high pressure and high temperature environments must be evaluated 
accurately to achieve the further design work. 
Through a simulation approach, this thesis focuses on the failure mode estimations of 
subsurface safety valves under extreme high pressure and high temperature 
environments. Compared to testing approaches, simulation approach is both time and 
cost efficient. This thesis summarizes the preliminary design stage of the graduate student 
design project, Design Investigation of Subsurface Safety Valves (SSSV) for Extreme 
High Pressure and High Temperature (XHPHT) Applications, sponsored by Rice 
University and the Research Partnership to Secure Energy for America (RPSEA). The 
Research Partnership to Secure Energy for America is a non-profit organization 
established as an effort by the United States Department of Energy to develop new 
technologies through the collaboration between universities, research institutes and the 
oil industry. 
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1.2 Thesis Overview 
In Chapter 2, the background information and literature on current subsurface safety 
valves are reviewed. The inadequacy of the current API design specification on 
subsurface safety valves is pointed out. Then failure modes of ball type valves are 
reviewed. After that, current technologies on flapper valves are introduced and their 
possibilities for further extreme high pressure and high temperature applications are 
studied. 
In Chapter 3, a parametric model of a curved flapper subsurface safety valve system is 
built in the 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software, Solidworks®. The model is 
simplified as a suitable geometry for further computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and 
finite element analysis (FEA). 
In Chapter 4, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is conducted on the subsurface safety 
valve utilizing Ansys® CFX vl2.0. Correct pipe flow regimes are developed for the 
extreme high pressure and high temperature assumptions. The fluid effects during the 
opening and closing procedure of the flapper are studied in a quasi-static way with 
different opening angles of the flapper valve. 
In Chapter 5, the water hammer problem caused by the sudden closure of the flapper 
valve is studied using one-dimensional water hammer analysis software, i.e., the LMNO® 
Engineering Calculator. 
In Chapter 6, finite element analysis is done to determine quasi-static stress of the flapper 
during the opening process using Ansys® Workbench vl2.0. The CFD pressure results 
obtained in Chapter 4 are mapped into Ansys® Workbench. After that, the fully closed 
situation of the flapper valve is studied as the worst case scenario during the valve 
closing process considering water hammer effects from Chapter 5. Different sealing types 
of the flapper are also studied. The maximum stress discovered is lowered by a 
parametric study on the flapper. The missing data required for the low-cycle fatigue study 
is also identified. 
Finally in chapter 7, subsurface safety valve failure modes under extreme high pressure 
and high temperature environments are summarized and further design suggestions are 
made. The flow chart of this thesis work is shown in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1. 2 Flow Chart of the thesis work 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review and Background 
2.1 Inadequacy of API Specification 14A 
Current API standards and specifications, which are used as universally observed 
guidelines for the design of subsurface safety valves, are not adequate for current extreme 
high pressure and high temperature applications. Actually, one of our RPSEA contacts, 
Richard Sukup (Magnolia Energy), who is an expert on drilling safety issues, even 
regarded current designs of subsurface safety valves, and I quote here, as the "leakers" to 
the drilling well. It is not difficult to understand this problem if we review the 
development of the American Petroleum Institute (API) Specification 14A, which is the 
worldwide standard on subsurface safety valve design requirements. 
The birth and the development of the API specification 14A were disaster-driven. In the 
mid-1940s, the subsurface safety valves were first used by Otis Engineering [5] to 
prevent blowouts in the US inland waters. However, the requirements for the use of 
subsurface safety valves did not occur until thirty years later. In 1969, a blowout in an 
offshore well near Santa Barbara, CA [6] triggered the construction of regulations on the 
subsurface safety valves by American Petroleum Institute (API) task group. And later in 
1974, the US government finally set up regulations on mandatory installation of the 
subsurface safety valve on all the offshore platforms in US federal waters. Later in 1970s, 
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the requirements were incorporated into the API Specification 14A, which was further 
revised by International Standard Organization (ISO) as a specification accepted as a 
global standard. API Specification 14A merely specifies the minimum acceptable test 
requirements for the subsurface safety valve design. However, these minimum 
requirements in API specifications are based on the expected worst-case downhole 
environments with an appropriate safety margin. If the subsurface safety valve designed 
according to the current API specification 14A fails in a real field application, that study 
will be studied by the API task group. Hence the design remedy comes out either as 
supplemental documents to fulfill the deign adequacy or a new edition of API 
specification 14A is issued. 
The development of the API specification 14A also reflects the disagreement among API 
task group members. The API task group on subsurface safety valves consists of Mineral 
Management Service (MMS) representatives, subsurface safety valve manufactures and 
users. For instance, in the API 14A 10th Edition [7] (2000), the Mineral Management 
Services (MMS) required a 1.5 safety factor applied to the rated working pressure. 
However, in 2005 when the API 14A 11th Edition [8] was published, the service 
company and manufacturers believed that the MMS 1.5 safety factor was not practical for 
extreme high pressure and high temperature applications, so they abandoned the former 
MMS safety factor and instead replaced it with an additional safety margin of 5,000 psi to 
the rated working pressure. Most recently, in API RP 6HP (2007) [9], which is a 
supplement to the former API specifications addressing practice for equipment with 
pressure rated over 15,000 psi, a safety factor of 1.732 is utilized. For high-pressure 
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conditions, a safety factor always gives a higher safety margin than fixed safety margin 
additions. However, even using a safety factor of 1.732 will not promise a practical 
design application after the recent Gulf of Mexico ultra-deep water discovery [2] (35,055 
ft deep), where downhole pressure can easily exceed 30,000 psi with temperature over 
450°F. 
The inconsistency of the safety margin and safety factor definitions makes it evident that 
the API specifications are not only limited to current knowledge of the downhole 
conditions, but also to the available testing capabilities. Specifically, the testing 
equipment may not be able to reach the necessary test requirements for subsurface safety 
valves. Especially for extreme high pressure and high temperature conditions, the rated 
pressure could already exceed the current test limits, not to mention the consideration of 
the safety margin. Therefore, industries have adopted the rule of due diligence: 
subsurface safety valves are designed and test verified to the limits of their capability. In 
summary, subsurface safety valves designed according to the current API specifications 
are born to be vulnerable. 
Because of the inadequacy of the API specifications as design criteria for subsurface 
safety valves, the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPVC) [10] is used as the 
base of design for subsurface safety valves. According to the ASME BPVC, finite 
element analysis should consider the worst case design features and the stress results 
should be linearized. 
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2.2 Failures of Ball Shaped Safety Valves 
Historically, there are two types of valve design available, the ball-type and the flapper-
type. Modern subsurface safety valve manufacturers prefer the flapper-type designs 
because of the multiple failures observed during the operation of ball valves. Details of 
current flapper valve designs will be introduced later in this chapter. 
Early subsurface safety valves were mostly ball-type safety valves. Compared to flapper-
type safety valves, ball-type safety valves are much less reliable because of their rotation 
mechanism, which means extra components are needed to transform opening force to an 
opening torque. 
Research has been done on the multiple failure modes of the ball-type subsurface safety 
valves. A. T. Bourgoyone, Jr. [11] and his team at Louisiana State University (LSU) have 
done a study on ball type subsurface safety valve in 2002. In their LSU study, it has been 
pointed out that the main failure of the ball valves to operate as a subsurface safety valve 
is that it will "lock up" against high flow rates and high differential pressure. The so-
called "lock up" phenomenon refers to ball valves' inability to close due to high closure 
torque. With an improved trunnion mounted design [12], the opening torque can be 
reduced and kept constant during its open or closure process. However, a significant 
erosion problem is inevitable for a ball-type valve since it is always exposed to high-
speed flow with mud and sand particles in its open position. Moreover, it is always hard 
for the workers to achieve a perfect alignment of the ball valve and the pipe in practice. 
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A miss-angle alignment could result in erosion not only in the ball valve itself but also to 
the valve seat. An example of erosion results is shown in Figure 2.1. 
Figure 2.1 "Erosion of Ball and Seat by Drilling Fluid" ([2]) 
Comparatively, flapper-type valve designs are much more reliable with a simpler 
operation mechanism. The closure of the flapper is an automatic process, and thus no 
manual alignment or force torque transform is required. Besides, since when the flapper 
is fully opened, the flapper stays behind the sleeve tubing where no direct interaction 
between flapper and drilling fluid will occur. Erosion will be of much less concern for a 
flapper design. 
10 
Hydraulc-ccntrd line 
Figure 2. 2 Typical SCSSV designs ([5]) 
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2.3 Current Flapper Valve Technology 
Next, the operation principle of the flapper valve will be introduced. After that, three 
successful design features of the current flapper valves will also be introduced and their 
possibility for an XHPHT application will be discussed. 
2.3.1 Operation Mechanism and Life Expectancy 
As shown in Figure 2.2, the modern subsurface safety valve system usually consists of 
five parts, namely, flapper, hydraulic control line, valve spring, sleeve tubing and outer-
tubing. The valve spring is a powerful compressible spring placed coaxially outside the 
sleeve tube; the sleeve tube is activated by hydraulic pressure exerted onto it through a 
hydraulic control line, which is controlled at the surface operation platform. The 
hydraulic pressure needs to be large enough to overcome the valve spring resistance and 
the backside high fluid pressure to push the flapper open. When an emergency happens 
at some upper stage, the hydraulic pressure is lost and the sleeve is retrieved by the valve 
spring and the fluid pressure from the reservoir side drives the closure of the flapper 
automatically. To increase the reliability, an additional torsion spring is also included to 
close the flapper against adverse pressure during the closure process. The subsurface 
safety valve is placed coaxially inside the outer tubing to be connected as a part of the 
drilling pipe. In short, modern subsurface safety valves are also referred to as surface 
controlled tubing retrievable subsurface safety valves (TRSCSSV). 
The life expectancy of a subsurface safety valve is typically twenty years. During its 
lifetime, a twice-a-year well test is required by the MMS to check the status of the 
subsurface safety valve. Therefore, the closure and opening process of the subsurface 
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safety valve usually happens during those semiannual tests and other emergencies. 
Conservatively estimated, a subsurface safety valve should be able to experience one to 
two hundred open and closure processes during its lifetime. Next, three current successful 
design features of the flapper valve will be introduced. 
2.3.2 Curved-Flapper Design 
One drawback of the flapper design compared to a ball-type design is its larger outer 
diameter. The safety valve size is limited by the drilling pipe and the outer casing. The 
drilling costs for a larger casing diameter can increase exponentially The inner diameter 
of the drilling pipe will directly affect the fluid production. Therefore, the flapper design 
should ideally maximize the flow area while minimizing the outer casing diameter. A 
curved flapper design is one of the successful endeavors from industrial subsurface safety 
valve designers to deal with this problem. A slimline curved flapper design from Baker 
Oil Tools is shown in Figure 2.3. Curved flapper design is nowadays widely adopted by 
the oil service and manufacturers, including Halliburton, Schlumberger and Baker Oil 
Tools. 
Figure 2. 3 Baker Oil Tools Slimline curved flapper design ([12]) 
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2.3.3 Pressure Self-Equalizing Technology 
A subsurface safety valve will experience around one hundred slam processes during its 
lifetime. One of the fatal failure modes happening after such a closure of the flapper 
safety valve is its inability to open again. This failure occurs because of the extreme high 
pressure built up from the reservoir side, which can be much higher than the maximum 
hydraulic pressure supplied to open the flapper. One way to solve this problem is to drill 
open the dead flapper and superimpose a smaller valve to replace it. Although this 
remedy reduces the production rate of the well, it is still much better than killing the 
whole production string. Another way to solve this problem is by adding a pressure self-
equalizing mechanism to the subsurface safety valve. The new design feature has been 
widely adopted by various industrial subsurface safety valve designers. Although detailed 
designs may vary from each other, the underlying ideas are quite similar. One such 
design is shown in the Figure 2.4. As shown in Figure 2.4, the sleeve tube will first push 
the poppet to the other side of the flapper. This will create a small channel for the flow to 
pass through the flapper, which helps to decrease the pressure differential. When the 
flapper is fully opened, the outer tube will push the plunger as well as the poppet back to 
its original position. However, every additional moving part will reduce the reliability of 
the subsurface safety valve. Possible fluid leakage and functional failure should be 
considered when including the pressure self-equalizing mechanism. In other words, a 
flapper design without pressure self-equalizing feature is more reliable than the one with 
such a feature. 
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Figure 2. 4 Baker Oil Tools self-equalizing system ([13]) 
2.3.4 Floating Magnetic Coupler 
As mentioned, opening a closed flapper requires the hydraulic pressure from the surface 
control through the control line. The hydraulic pressure is required to be large enough to 
move the sleeve to overcome the compressed spring and the fluid pressure. This design 
was first introduced by Cameo (Schlumberger) in 1960s [5]. The main drawback of 
hydraulic actuation is its sensitivity to the setting depth and the reservoir pressure. For 
example, high reservoir pressure leaking into the outer casing has been known to crush 
control lines and render them useless. To eliminate the dependence of hydraulic control 
on the setting depth, a new floating magnetic coupler was developed by Halliburton 
(2008) [14] to isolate the hydraulic control line from the drilling fluid. As shown in 
Figure 2.5, the movement of the flow tube (sleeve tube) is activated by magnetic force 
instead of by the spring force. A hydraulic control line is built into the outer magnetic 
metal tube, which isolates it from the drilling environment. Thus, the hydraulic pressure 
will remain low during the opening process regardless of the setting depth. This step 
change in the subsurface safety valve design is highly recommended for an extreme high 
pressure and high temperature application. The application of the magnetic coupler 
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design also reduces the chance of valve's "lock up" because of high reservoir pressures. 
Hence, the reliability of the subsurface safety valve is increased. 
Figure 2. 5 Magnetic-coupler Depth-Star TRSV Halliburton ([3]) 
In conclusion, the design work of subsurface safety valve for extreme high pressure 
(30,000 psi) and high temperature (450°F) application is a challenging task. The current 
universal accepted subsurface safety valve design standard, API specification 14A is not 
a reliable guideline to follow, since the development of API specification is always time 
lagging. The hash downhole XHPHT conditions are not yet covered by the standard. The 
idea of a rotation type valve such as ball valves should be abandoned because of their 
intrinsic failure modes related with the rotational mechanism. In contrast, the flapper type 
subsurface safety valve seems to be a much better design. The pipe flow cross section 
can be enlarged by a curved flapper design. The lockup failure during reopening process 
due to high reservoir pressure and low hydraulic pressure are solved by the application of 
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pressure self-equalizing design and magnetic coupling. However, the reliability of current 
flapper valve designs under an extreme high pressure and high temperature application, 
for example, the recent discovered reservoir in GOM as mentioned before, is still not 
assured. Therefore, seeking a new design of the flapper valve is necessary to fail-safe in 
XHPHT environments. 
In this preliminary design stage, the idea of a curved flapper design is included while the 
pressure self-equalizing feature and magnetic coupling are not considered. According to 
the results of this simulation study of the preliminary design model, decisions will be 
made whether pressure self-equalizing feature and/or magnetic coupling should be 
included. 
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Chapter 3 
SSSV Computer Aided Design 
3.1 Introduction 
After a careful review on the current subsurface safety valve designs, the decision was 
made to build the flapper shaped subsurface safety valve assembly. The assembly 
consists in four main parts, flapper, hinge pin, flapper-chamber and sleeve-tube. Other 
components such as power spring are not included in the geometry construction, because 
they are not the main concern in the fluid and structure interaction simulations. 
The basis for the computational fluid dynamics and finite element analysis stress study is 
the geometry model of the subsurface safety valve assembly. The geometry model of 
subsurface safety valve assembly is built first in the 3D CAD software such as 
Solidworks. With the help of Solidworks, a parametric modeling technique is applied on 
the modeling procedure. During further design development, modification on the 
geometry will be frequent according to the verification simulation results. The parametric 
modeling will allow a faster modification during the design process. The idea of 
parametric modeling is to parameterize the key dimensions of the geometry, thus, the 
rebuild of the geometry only needs a new set of parameter inputs instead of a series of 
graphic interface operations. The parametric dimensions used for each component are 
summarized in Table 3.1, and appear in the following pictures. 
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Tabel 3.1 Parametric Dimensions used for each valve component 
Name 
FlapMaxJDD 
FlapMinJD 
SealMax_OD 
SealMinJD 
FlapThk 
FlapHandle_Wdth 
FlapHandle_Lgth 
Pin_D 
SleeveThk 
SleeveHeight 
PipeMin_ID 
CaseMax_OD 
Pipe_Thick 
FlapBear_Thk 
Typical Value 
5.5 in 
4.5 in 
3.875 in 
3.875 in 
0.5 in 
0.8 in 
2.5 in 
0.25 in 
0.2 in 
7 in 
3.5 in 
6.1 in 
0.15 in 
0.2 in 
Figure or Discription 
Figure 3.3 (1), outer diameter of the flapper 
Figure 3.3 (1), inner diameter of the flapper 
Figure 3.3 (1), The outer diameter of the seal area 
Figure 3.3 (1), The inner diameter of the seal area 
Flapper Thickness = (FlapMax_OD-FlapMin_ID)/2 
Figure 3.3 (2) 
Figure 3.3 (2) 
Figure 3.3 (3), Diameter of the hinge pin 
Figure 3.4, Thickness of the sleeve tube 
Height of the sleeve tube 
Figure 3.8(1), Minimum pipe diameter 
Diameter of the outer casing 
Figure 3.8 (1) Thickness of the pipe 
Figure 3.8 (2) Thickness of the flapper bearing 
® After that, the assembly is imported into Ansys Workbench vl2.0 as a standard graphic 
® 
exchange file. The Boolean subtraction operation is conducted in Ansys Workbench 
vl2.0 to obtain the fluid domain corresponding to the flapper subsurface safety valve 
assembly. In all, nine fluid domains have been created according to the different opening 
angles of the flapper. Figure 3.1 shows the definition of an opening angle. Assembly 
geometries according to ten opening-degree positions of the flapper are built, such as 
0°(fully closed), 5°, 15°, 25°, 35°, 45°, 55°, 65°, 75° and 87° (fully open). 
Figure 3.1 Definition of a 35° opening angle 
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3.2 CAD Building Steps 
The geometry model for this preliminary design stage includes four main components 
such as flapper, hinge-pin, flapper chamber and sleeve tube. They are assembled together 
to build up the flapper subsurface safety valve as shown in Figure 3.2. The main 
constraints on the size of the subsurface safety valve are the inner radius of the flow pipe 
and the inner radius of the outer casing. The only constraint that is clear for this 
preliminary flapper valve design is the inner radius of the pipe, which should be no less 
than 3.5 in. Therefore, to study the worst-case scenario of the flapper valve, my flapper 
valve model is designed to connect a drilling pipe with 3.5 in inner radius. 
Sleeve Tube 
Flapper_Chamber 
Hinge_Pin 
^ S 3 
Flapper 
Figure 3. 2 Flapper Valve Assembly Components 
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3.2.1 Curved Flapper Design 
The flapper is the core component of the subsurface safety valve assembly. Other 
components are all built based on the geometry information of the flapper. A curved 
flapper is built with the parametric dimensions in Table 3.1. The building steps are shown 
in Figure 3.3. 
<=£ FtapMo>U3D05.5OO 
» 0 f t a p M n JO 4.500 
Z 82750 "BapMaxJX/2 
: & 5oalMa>t.OD3A7S 
HapHanamnanxo 
(1) Step 1. Extrude a curved Sketch (2) Step 2 Projection to extrude cut out the flapper 
- E SealMax_OD/2 = 1 .»38 
Z FtapTMc*/2 - . 2 5 0 -
o-J: 0 Pin_D = HapThick/2 = .250 -
(3) Step 3. Cut out hinge pin hole (4) Step 4 Fillet around the hinge pin hole 
Figure 3. 3 Curved-flapper Construction steps 1-4 
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3.2.2 Sleeve Tube Design 
The inner radius of the sleeve tube is 3.5in. The sleeve tube model considers a further 
inclusion of the power spring or other actuation components. The building step for the 
sleeve tube is in Figure 3.4. Extrude a 6 in long tube up to the inner surface of the flapper 
built and then suppress the flapper, the remaining tube is the sleeve tube that has one end 
perfectly fit to the flapper surface. 
Figure 3. 4 Sleeve Tube construction step 
3.2.3 Flapper Chamber Design 
The flapper chamber is a tubular component. The chamber holds the flapper and 
connected it to the drilling pipes. The main steps of building the flapper chamber is 
shown in Figure 3.5. 
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(1) Step 1. Extrude to construct a tube 
(2) Step 2. Extrude to build the bearing for the hinge pin 
(3) Step 3 Extrude cut the holes for hinge pin 
Figure 3. 5 Flapper Chamber construction steps 1-3 
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Chapter 4 
Computational Fluid Dynamics 
4.1 Problem Description 
The changing pressure of the fluid field through the subsurface safety valve during its 
opening and closing process is critical to the design of the valve. A quantitative 
evaluation of the fluid pressure acting on the flapper surface should be obtained for 
further stress analysis. The physical properties of the reservoir fluid such as density and 
viscosity under extreme high pressure and high temperature conditions are necessary for 
the computational fluid dynamics study. Careful pipeline hydraulics derivation of the 
velocity boundary conditions has been conducted based on ultra-deep reservoir 
assumptions. A set of quasi-static computational fluid dynamics analysis have been 
conducted in Ansys® CFX vl2.0 to analyze the flow velocity and pressure field change 
during the opening process of the flapper. A total nine cases of different closure angles 
(5°, 15°, 25°, 35°, 45°, 55°, 65°, 75°, 87°) have been simulated. Closure angles are 
defined as in Figure 3.1 of Chapter3. 
4.2 Pipeline Flow Development 
4.2.1 Reservoir Fluid Properties 
In order to conduct CFD analysis on subsurface safety valve in extreme high pressure 
(30,000 psi) and high temperature (450°F) conditions, an intensive search for the 
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corresponding reservoir fluid properties under such conditions have been done in this 
study. However, it has proved to be extremely difficult to obtain the correct fluid 
properties. 
Since viscosity is the vital property for the quasi-static flow simulation, it is most 
desirable to obtain viscosity at the aimed design pressure and temperature. Otherwise, 
with the knowledge of gas solubility and bubble point pressure, proper interpolation with 
the empirical formulations [15] should be conducted to obtain densities and viscosity at 
the design pressure and temperature. There are numerous relationships correlating dead 
oil viscosities and temperatures [16], none of them includes pressure factors while fluid 
viscosities depend heavily both on temperature and pressure. Recently, Kurt A. G. 
Schmidt (2005) [17] has studied density and viscosity behavior of crude oil and natural 
gas liquid with the change of temperature and pressure. However, their highest pressure 
studied was under 5,801 psi (400 Bar), which is much lower than my design pressure. 
Moreover, crude oil properties can be significantly different depending on different 
geographical locations and molecular fractions. Their study of North Sea fluid properties 
cannot be generalized. 
Though empirical estimates of viscosities have proven to be unavailable, experimental 
measurements of extreme HP/HT viscosities seems to be successful. A new extreme 
HP/HT viscometer has been developed by William Gusler (2007) [18] and claimed to be 
capable of accurate measurements of drilling fluid viscosities up to 600°F and 40,000 
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psig. Considering the high cost and time inefficiency, obtaining experimental 
measurements is not practical for this design investigation project. 
Besides viscosity, gas solubility and bubble point pressure, other critical properties that 
need to be known are the crude oil density and compressibility at extreme HP/HT 
conditions. Compressibility is important for the water hammer analysis. It will be 
discussed later in the water hammer chapter. 
After examining the current empirical and experimental methods for obtaining extreme 
high pressure and high temperature fluid properties, none of them seems to be applicable 
to the current design range. With the help of our RPSEA project contact, Chevron has 
offered us the following suggestions on fluid properties. These properties have been used 
in my computational fluid dynamics simulations. 
Table 4.1 RPSEA suggested extreme HP/HT fluid properties 
XHPHT fluid properties from RPSEA 
Kinematic Viscosity 
Density 
Gas Solubility 
Bubble Point Pressure 
Compressibility 
1.0 cp at 30,000psia and 450 °F 
0.792 g/ml (49.47 lb/ft3) at 30,000psia and 450 °F 
530 SCF/STB 
3,100 psia at 450°F 
4.11E-06psi'1 at 30,000 psia 
2.25E-05psi' at 4,000psia and 450°F 
4.2.2 Pipeline Hydraulics 
With the proper fluid properties, the next step is to develop the correct drilling pipeline 
fluid velocity profiles for the quasi-static computational fluid dynamics analysis. 
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(1) Pipeline Reynolds Number 
Typically, there are three types of flow in a pipeline, laminar, transitional and turbulent. 
The velocity profile of a pipeline flow at each pipeline cross-section can be different 
depending on its type. The velocity profile of a laminar flow is parabolic while the profile 
of a turbulent flow is more like a trapezoidal shape. These three pipeline flows can be 
categorized with a dimensionless number, Reynolds number. In a circular pipe, Reynolds 
number is usually defined as 
Re = PW = VJEEE ( 4 . 1 } 
H Y 
Where is the average velocity is Vavg at a circular pipe cross-section of a diameter D, 
Y = p./ p is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. One thing to mention here is that in a real 
pipe flow case, whether a flow is laminar or turbulent also depends on other factors 
including pipe surface roughness, pipe vibration and flow fluctuations. However, 
Reynolds number can offer us a reasonable estimate of the flow types. Usually, the 
Reynolds number of laminar flow is below 2,300, the Reynolds number of Transitional 
flow is between 2,300 and 4,000, and the Reynolds number for turbulent flows is over 
4,000. 
Considering the fluid properties suggested by RPSEA, the kinematic viscosity for an 
extreme HP/HT crude oil is y = 1.0 cp. Assuming a constant pipe diameter D = 3.5 in, 
the critical average velocity for distinguishing flow types can be obtained from (4.1) as 
follows, 
Table 4. 2 Critical average velocity 
Re 
Vc 
2,300 
0.107 ft/s 
4,000 
0.186 ft/s 
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(2) Pipeline Energy Equation 
After define the pipeline Reynolds number, the average velocity of the crude oil at the 
pipeline cross-section is calculated. Both energy and mass conservation need to be 
fulfilled for a pipe flow. According to Bernoulli's equation, the energy equation for one-
dimensional inviscid flow is constant at any point during the pipe line. A viscous 
dissipation term is added to account for the head loss caused by the friction force between 
the pipe walls and the crude oil. Assume the subsurface safety valve is placed in a 
vertical pipeline connecting the deep reservoir to the sea level platform. The mass 
conservation ensures a constant flow rate. Therefore Vavg is constant at all pipe cross-
sections. As a result, the total energy equation for the steady, incompressible viscous oil 
flow in a drilling pipe is expressed as, 
— = — + (zi - z2) + hf = — + L + Hf (4.2) 
pg pg ' pg ' 
In (4.2), because the drilling pipe is vertically placed in the outer casing, the distance L 
between cross-section 1 and cross-section 2 is the vertical elevationAz = zx— z2. Hf is 
the head loss counted for the friction dissipation from cross-section 1 to cross-section 2 in 
a pipeline. The head loss is a function of the friction factor / flow distance L, pipe 
diameter D and the average kinematic energy V2avg/2g, 
"/ = ' © ( ! ? ) • <4'3> 
The next step is to determine the friction factor / for the drilling pipe flow. It can be 
obtained by the assumption that the flow in the drilling pipe is fully developed (steady) 
turbulent flow. The friction factor for the flow depends on the Reynolds number and 
relative roughness, which is expressed by Cyril F. Colebrook (1939) [5] in an implicit 
form 
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S.E.Haaland (1983) [19] gives an approximate explicit form of Colebrook's equation. It 
achieves friction factors within 2% error to the implicit form. In my calculation, this 
explicit form is used to ensure a simple and practical estimation 
A typical roughness for a pipeline is very small, here I assume the drilling pipe is smooth, 
£ = 0. The approximation function for friction factor is only of Reynolds number, 
•4; :=-1.8!0,(£) . (4.6) 1 
vr 
So far, the Reynolds number (4.1), energy equation (4.2) and the fiction factor (4.6) have 
been defined for a steady turbulent flow in a vertical placed smooth pipeline. For further 
calculation to obtain the three quantities mentioned above, suitable assumptions are made 
about the extreme HP/HT reservoirs. Three hypothetical reservoirs have been found at 
depths of J0,000 ft, 20,000 ft and 30,000 ft deep from the sea level. The reservoir 
pressure is assumed to be 30,000 Psi regardless of the depths, which is a good assumption 
about extreme high-pressure conditions. The crude oil flows from the depth of reservoir 
with reservoir pressure to the sea level with atmosphere pressure. Thus, in (4.2), 
^ i = PRESERV = 30,000 psi and P2 = PATM = 14.696 psi and L equals the depth of the 
reservoir. 
With these assumptions, average velocity, Reynolds number and friction number were 
obtained from equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.6). An iterative method is applied with the 
help of Microsoft Excel to obtain the correct average velocity, Reynolds number and 
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friction number. The results have been shown in Table 4.3. The Reynolds number 
obtained indicates a turbulent pipe flow. 
Table 4. 3 Average velocity, Re and friction number estimations 
Reservoir Depth Vavg (ft/s) Re Friction No. 
10,000 120.892 2,594,467 0.00993 
20,000 76.953 1,651,497 0.01067 
30,000 56.53 1,213,187 0.01122 
(3) Power-law Turbulence Model 
A suitable velocity profile will be needed for the inlet boundary conditions of the 
computational fluid dynamics analysis. Now, the average velocity has been achieved, the 
next step is to obtain the velocity profile as well as the maximum velocity. By definition, 
the average velocity at a circular cross-section is expressed as [19] 
r rD/2 
J pu{r)dA j pu(.r)2nrdr
 8 rD/2 
V
av9=
JL
—r- =
 J
^-^ = z^ Jo u(r)rdr. (4.7) 
Since the Reynolds number indicates a turbulent flow in the pipe, power-law velocity 
profile is used to simulate turbulent flow velocity. Power-law velocity gives a relatively 
good representation of the shape of the turbulent flow in pipes and it is easy to apply in 
commercial codes 
«(r) = u m „ ( l - j ) " . (4.8) 
Where, n depends on the friction factor/. Usually, when/<0.1, n could be obtained as 
follows 
n =
 Tr • (4-9) 
Therefore, the average velocity uavg can be expressed as a function of n and the 
maximum velocity umax from (4.7) as follows 
" ^ = (lJ)(l+2n)"™* • ( 4-10) 
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Power-law velocity profile for different reservoir depths 
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Figure 4.1 Power-law velocity profile as inlet boundary conditions 
It has been shown in Figure 4.1, the average velocity is close to the maximum velocity in 
case of turbulence and for deeper reservoirs, the maximum velocity decreases and the 
velocity profile becomes more flat. The power-law velocity can be expressed using n and 
the maximum velocity calculated as in Table 4.4. 
Table 4. 4 Power-law velocity profile in terms of n and maximum velocity 
Reservoir Depth (ft) n Vmax(ft/s) 
10,000 10.035 139.562 
20,000 9.682 89.285 
30,000 9.441 65.829 
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4.3 CFD Analysis with ANSYS® CFX v12.0 
Numerous CFD codes are available on the market, not to mention the countless in-house 
CFD codes. Here at Rice University, the available commercial CFD codes includes Star-
CCM+, Solidworks Flow Simulation 2009, Ansys® Fluent and Ansys® CFX vl2.0. For 
my study, I choose to use Ansys® CFX vl2.0 for the CFD simulation not only because its 
accessibility to me but also its prominent and reliable CFD analysis ability. The fluid 
pressure results from Ansys® CFX vl2.0 can be easily transferred into Ansys® 
Workbench for a further static stress analysis. 
Ansys® CFX vl2.0 has a complete analysis system consisting of pre-process, solving and 
post- process modules. Moreover, with the help of the ANSYS® Workbench vl2.0, 
which has a good interface with other CAD software (i.e. Solidworks), I could build up 
my CAD geometry in Solidworks then easily transfer it to a fluid domain in ANSYS® 
Workbench vl2.0 and mesh the domain with CFX-mesh generator incorporated in 
ANSYS® Workbench vl2.0. Then the boundary conditions, turbulence models and fluid 
properties are defined in CFX-pre. After the CFD problem is fully defined, it is handed to 
the CFX-solver for a solution. After the solution is converged, the corresponding pressure 
and velocity plots are obtained in CFX-post. The flow chart for the computational fluid 
dynamics analysis is shown in Figure 4.2. 
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i Solidworks® 
Ansys® Workbench 
Ansys® CFX 
Figure 4. 2 CFD flow chart 
4.3.1 Shear Stress Transport (SST) k - ^Turbulence Model 
From the high Reynolds number calculated from the last chapter, highly turbulent flows 
are expected from the CFD results. Therefore, a suitable turbulence model needs to be 
selected for ANSYS® CFX vl2.0 to ensure an accurate numerical result. Among all the 
turbulence models available from ANSYS® CFX vl2.0, a shear stress transport (SST) 
model is applied with an automatic wall treatment. 
Shear Stress Transport (SST) k — oo model is a two-equation eddy-viscosity model. Two-
equation models are currently the most popular turbulence models available. Two-
equation models like k — e model and k — co model are currently industry standard 
models, where the turbulent kinematic energy is k. e is the turbulent dissipation and o> is 
the specific dissipation. Menter (1993, 1994) [22] [23] combined and modified these two 
models together in 1993 to obtain the new Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence 
model. In the SST turbulence model, the k — e model is used in the inner region to take 
advantage of its comparatively simplicity so as to achieve better numerical stability while 
k — oo model is used in the outer or free-stream region because it is independent of the 
free-stream turbulence. Besides, a modification to the eddy viscosity emphasizes the 
— L -
!o-
Fluid 
Domain 
CFX-Pre CFX-Solver CFX-Post 
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cause of the adverse pressure gradient flows as the transport shear stress. The resulting 
model is named as the Shear Stress Transport (SST) k — <o model. The SST k — co model 
has proven to be well performed in situations of adverse pressure gradients and 
separating flow [23] [24]. This relates to my CFD analysis of the flapper where adverse 
pressure gradients and flow separations are expected from the downstream side of the 
flapper. 
ANSYS® CFX vl2.0 also suggests using an automatic wall treatment with the SST 
turbulence model [25] to achieve better accuracy, which is the default option in ANSYS® 
CFX vl2.0. Specifically in my CFD analysis of the pipe and valve system, accurate 
dealing with the boundary layer near pipe wall becomes very important. Automatic wall 
treatment will switch from a low-Reynolds number formulation to wall functions based 
on the grid spacing while the accuracy of low-Reynolds number formulation depends 
heavily on the how refined resolution near wall is. 
4.3.2 Mesh and Boundary Conditions 
(1) Finite Volume Method (FVM) 
Solving fluid governing equations analytically for practical problems without over 
simplification are almost impossible. Numerical approaches therefore are applied to 
transform the governing equations into algebraic equations for approximate solutions. 
Such a numerical discretization method utilized by ANSYS® CFX vl2.0 is called the 
finite volume method (FVM) [26]. FVM is one of the most commonly used numerical 
methods in CFD. One of the most important advantages of the FVM is that the 
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conservation of quantities (i.e. mass, momentum and energy) is assured for the results 
regardless of the quality of mesh. Suppose Q is the quantity of interest, n is the finite 
volume, F is the flux on the finite volume boundary Y. For each finite volume, the 
following conservation is satisfied as in [26] 
jja Qd£i + j>T Fdr = 0 . (4.11) 
The idea of FVM is to descretize the fluid domain into different meshes, and then the 
meshes are used to construct control volumes or finite volumes. The unknown variables 
are located at the center of the finite volume and the interpolation functions are applied 
between variables. Differential governing equations are integrated over the control 
volume to get the final discretized equations to solve. 
(2) Domain and Regions 
The fluid domain in ANSYS® CFX vl2.0 has been built into three main cylinders, the 
inlet cylinder, the central cylinder and the outlet cylinder. The radius of the central 
cylinder is the maximum outer radius (FlapMax_OD) of the flapper valve design. The 
length of the central cylinder is 6 in. The inlet cylinder has a length of 7 in. The outlet 
cylinder has the same length of the sleeve tube as 7 in. Both cylinders have the same 
diameter of 3.5 in (the design diameter for the flow passage). The flapper at different 
closure angles has been cut from the central cylinder through Boolean operations. 
Unnecessary details of the SSSV assembly, such as fillet features and the torsion spring, 
have been omitted in order to improve mesh qualities and avoid extra numerical 
difficulties. The fluid domain for one closure case is shown in Figure 4.3, 
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outlet Cyclindar 
Center Cyclindar 
i 
inletCylindar . \ ' • • ~~~" 
Figure 4. 3 Basic fluid domain (25 degree open) 
The surfaces of the default fluid domain need to be defined to specify the locations where 
further feature settings can be applied in CFX-Pre. For my SSSV fluid domain, a total of 
seventeen surface regions have been defined in a symmetric way as in Figure 4.4. 
Specifically, eleven regions for the outer surface of the fluid domain (inlet, outlet, intube, 
tubeups, tubemid, tubedns, slvl, slvr, slvmthl, slvmthr and default regions). Six regions 
are for the surface of the flapper (flap_upsl, flap_upsr, flap_dnsl, flap_dnsr, flap_sdl and 
flap_sdr). 
(3) Spacing and Inflated Boundaries 
For my flapper subsurface safety valve design, adverse pressure gradient is expected 
around the flapper as well as in the boundary layer separation. A refined mesh is needed 
on the surface of the flapper and its neighborhood. A surface mesh control is added to the 
surface of the flapper (Flap_upsl, Flap_upsr, Flap_dnsl, Flap_dnsr, Flap_sdl and 
fC 
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Flap_sdr) with a constant mesh size of 0.01 in (Figure 4.5). The expansion factor is set to 
be 1.5 and influence radius of 0.3 in. The flow situation is also expected to vary 
distinctly where the flow cross-section expands or shrinks. Therefore, edge size control is 
also applied to the two intersection circles between central and the inlet cylinder, central 
and outlet cylinders respectively. The mesh expansion factor is set 1.5 with an influence 
radius of 0.3 in. The meshes at boundary layers also need to be addressed. ANSYS® 
CFX vl2.0 offers an inflation feature. Utilizing the default 2D regions, inflation features 
are applied to the cylinder surfaces of the three main cylinder domains. The maximum 
depth of the inflated boundary is set to be 0.2 in with an expansion factor of 1.5 for five 
layers of meshes (Figure 4.6). 
Figure 4. 4 Regions definition (25 degrees open) 
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Figure 4. 5 Flapper surface mesh control with constant size of 0.08 in (25 degrees open) 
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Figure 4. 6 Inflation prisms seen at the inlet surface (25 degrees open) 
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(4) Mesh Results 
Totally nine cases have been successfully meshed and the mesh summary is shown in 
Table 4.5. Total node numbers are controlled from 223,080 to 386,661, which is within 
the 512,000 node limits according to the available computer capabilities. One of the 
mesh results for 25-degree open case is shown in Figure 4.7. The total nodes shown in 
Figure 4.8 are 380,312 and the total elements shown are 2,000,670. The mesh consists of 
tetrahedral, pyramid and prisms elements. Beside the region where surface control is 
applied, meshes around shape edges in the fluid domain are also refined. 
Table 4. 5 CFD mesh results 
CFD Mesh Results 
Total # Nodes 
Total # tetrahedra 
Total # Pyramids 
Total # prisms 
Total # elements 
5° 
260,886 
1,223,283 
1,294 
77,236 
1,301,813 
15° 
297,189 
1,425,163 
565 
81,988 
1,507,716 
25° 
380,312 
1,930,091 
399 
70,180 
2,000,670 
35° 
206,453 
1,035,897 
507 
44,294 
1,080,698 
45° 
228,492 
1,160,960 
404 
44,991 
1,206,355 
CFD Mesh Results 
Total # Nodes 
Total # tetrahedra 
Total # Pyramids 
Total # prisms 
Total # elements 
55° 
223,080 
1,132,529 
382 
44,356 
1,177,267 
65° 
295,871 
1,473,595 
336 
66,417 
1,540,348 
75° 
294,543 
1,452,188 
353 
70,354 
1,522,892 
87 °(open) 
386,661 
1,700,016 
1,078 
135,863 
1,836,957 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
The CFD analysis conducted in Ansys® CFX vl2.0 can be conducted in a quasi-static 
way because the flapper opening process is a difficult and slow process. The simulation 
results show that for extreme high pressure (30,000 psi) and high temperature (450°F) 
applications, the worst case happens at the beginning of the opening process. 
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As shown in Table 4.6, assuming a 30,000 psi reservoir at 10,000 ft deep and the flapper 
at a 5-degree open position, the maximum differential pressure obtained from the front 
and flapper surfaces (flap_ups and flap_dns) could reach 168 psi. When the flapper 
continues to open, the maximum pressure difference decreases slowly. However, because 
of the increase of region for the flow, the area where maximum pressure acts also 
decreases in sizes, which could be observed in Figure 4.8. The pressure contour plots of 
the flapper surface show a fast decrease of the red area during the opening process. 
0 16d 0.328 (It) 
0.082 0.246 
Figure4. 7 Mesh results for 25-Degree open case 
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Table 4.7 shows the resistant force change verses the opening degrees of the flapper for 
reservoirs at 10,000 ft deep. The resistant force caused by the fluid pressure is calculated 
by taking the integral of the pressure over the flapper surface. As shown in Table 4.7, the 
resistant force caused by the fluid pressure is up to 63,114 Ibf And the resistant force 
drops dramatically with the further opening process of the flapper for the reason 
mentioned in the last paragraph. Figure 4.9 shows the resistant force change over the 
opening process of the flapper with different reservoir depths. Assuming the same 
reservoir pressure, typically, the deeper the reservoir, the lower the maximum resistant 
force is. 
At the fully opening {87-degree opening case) position, the pressure difference across the 
flapper front and back face is -0.1 psi as shown in Table 4.7. The minus sign shows that 
the pressure on the inner surface (flapdns) is larger than on the outer surface (flapups). 
This indicates a pressure against the closure of the flapper exists on certain areas on the 
flapper. The further integral of the pressure on the flapper surface at fully-opened 
position shows that the force acting on the flapper is -17 Ibf as in Table 4.6. Therefore, 
for a further design, the fail-safe torsion spring on the flapper to activate the closure of 
the flapper should be included. 
In summary, the fluid pressure distribution on the flapper is obtained for further finite 
element analysis. During the opening process of the flapper, the beginning motion of the 
flapper will be extreme difficult for a high resistant force caused by the fluid. The flapper 
has a big chance to "lock up". The high differential pressure across the flapper's front and 
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back face can be extremely high as calculated from this CFD simulation. If the actuation 
hydraulic pressures cannot overcome such a high resistant pressure from the reservoir 
side, the flapper will not be opened and thus "lock up". For further design work, a 
reliable pressure self-equalizing mechanism or other assistant features, such as magnetic 
coupling, should be considered to assist or replace the hydraulic actuation. A fail-safe 
torsion spring should also be included in the design to deal with closure-resistant pressure 
disturbance. 
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Chapter 5 
Preliminary Water Hammer Analysis 
5.1 Problem Description 
Water hammer is known as the pressure transients caused by the sudden closing or 
opening of the valve in a pipeline. The sudden closure of the valve can result in huge 
pressure peak, while the sudden opening of the valve can cause extreme low pressure. 
Both water hammer phenomena can cause damage to the pipe as well as the valve. In a 
production string, subsurface safety valves (SSSV) function as a fail-safe component. It 
will shut off the pipe when the actuator, usually powered by a spring, raises the upper 
tubular sleeve in emergencies. It is also required to test the SSSV twice a year during its 
twenty-year operation lifetime. The closing process of a SSSV completes within a tenth 
of a second according to our RPSEA contacts. This sudden closure of the SSSV could 
cause the sealing of the flapper and the pipe to fail. The pressure surge can also impact 
the valve and pipe system causing a low cycle fatigue problem. In this chapter, the water 
hammer problem of the SSSV will be studied using one-dimensional water hammer 
model. Different materials will be tested. Two assumptions about the closure of the SSSV 
are made, instantaneous closure and closure over time period. The calculation is done 
with an online water hammer calculator developed by LMNO Engineering, Research and 
Software Ltd. 
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5.2 One-Dimensional Water-Hammer Analysis 
The designed diameter of the SSSV for the production string is the smallest diameter 
permitted by the industry, which is 3.5 in. The length of the production string from ultra 
deep reservoir to the installation location of the SSSV is at least 2,000 ft by the former 
assumptions (i.e. reservoir at 10,000 ft depth and SSSV at 8,000 ft depth). Since the 
diameter of the pipe compared to the length of the pipe is very small, it is reasonable to 
adopt a one-dimensional water hammer model for my SSSV case. The flow in the one-
dimensional water hammer model is assumed to be essentially axial along the pipe. The 
radial fluxes of mass, momentum and energy are negligible compared to their axial 
counterparts. 
For one-dimensional water hammer analysis, two different types of equations will be 
applied depending on whether the flow is treated as steady or unsteady, or in terms of the 
time it takes to close the SSSV in the drilling pipe. If the valve is closed instantaneously, 
then flow is assumed steady. Otherwise, if the time period of the valve closure process is 
not negligible, and the flow will be treated as unsteady flow. Hwang and Houghtalen 
(1996) [27] found that if the valve closure time is less than 2L/c, where c is the fluid 
wave speed, instantaneous model could be adopted. Otherwise, time variable cannot be 
ignored. 
(1) Instantaneous Closure (t < 2L/c) 
Instantaneous closure water hammer can be solved with the fundamental equation for 
transient flow problems, which was developed by Joukowsky (1898) [28] as follows, 
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AP = pcAV (5. 1) 
Where c is the wave speed, p is the fluid density, V is the cross-sectional average velocity 
and P is the piezometric pressure. Joukowsky's fundamental equation is based on several 
assumptions of the flow condition. It assumes a one-dimensional steady flow filling the 
whole pipe. The flow is incompressible and frictionless. The flow velocity drops to zero 
instantaneously as the closure of the valve. The negative sign will be added if the 
pressure surge travels upstream (i.e., the tubular side connects the reservoir). The 
fundamental equation only consider the upstream effects of the water hammer, the 
downstream side is not included. The wave speed c can be obtained as follows, 
Where E is the equivalent elastic modulus calculated as follows, 
± = i + -2- (5.3) 
E Ef wEp ' 
The first term on the right hand side reflects the elasticity modulus Ef of the fluid. Ef is 
the reciprocal of fluid compressibility. The second term reflects the elasticity contribution 
of the pipe. It comes from the thin-walled pipe assumption. Ep is the pipe elasticity 
modulus, D is the inside diameter of the pipe and w is the pipe wall thickness. 
(2) Finite Time Closure (t > life) 
Compared to instantaneous closure, finite time closure are a little more complicated since 
the time variable is included. However, the general idea is the same. The conservation 
laws across the pressure surge should be fulfilled. Typically, a control volume is assumed 
to include the pressure surge, then the mass and momentum conservation laws are applied 
on the control volume. The resulting equations are as follows, 
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-
 + p c 2 - = 0 (5.4) 
—+ - — + — T W = 0 (5.5) 
dt pdx pD w 
Where xw is the shear stress on the pipe wall. These assume quasi-steady wall conditions, 
which uses the shear stress expression from steady problems for an unsteady problem. 
The shear stress TW can be approximated in the Darcy-Weisbach equation as follows, 
xw = (5. 6) 
Where/( t ) is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. Substitute (5.6) into (5.5), the final 
momentum equation is as follows, 
d^
 + i0P + fMv = 0 
dt pdx 2D 
Therefore, (5.4) and (5.7) consist of the governing equations for the one-dimensional 
water hammer problem where finite time closure of the valve is assumed. 
5.3 One-Dimensional Water Hammer Calculation by LMNO 
The closure process of subsurface safety valve can be really quick, usually within a tenth 
of a second. Water hammer pressure surge is calculated for both cases, i.e., instantaneous 
closure and finite time valve closure, for comparison. 
Currently, there are many commercial software packages available for water hammer 
analysis, not to mention those countless in-house codes. For my SSSV study, one such 
commercial calculator is utilized, which is developed by LMNO Engineering Ltd. LMNO 
water hammer calculator is an online JAVA script calculator, which can be easily 
accessed through Internet Explorer. LMNO calculator focuses on the one-dimensional 
water hammer problem, including analysis on both valve closing and opening, 
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instantaneously or over a finite time period. Since the analytical solution for finite time 
valve closure equations (5.4 and 5.7) is barely possible, numerical methods have been 
adopted by LMNO calculator. It employs the method of characteristics (MOC), one of 
the finite difference techniques. The MOC [29] has the advantage of simplified 
programming while achieving acceptable accurate solutions compared to other numerical 
methods, i.e. finite difference, finite volume. 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
(1) Instantaneous Closure 
The setting depth of the subsurface safety valve doesn't affect the water hammer 
estimation in this case. The velocity change is estimated using the maximum velocity for 
each reservoir depth as assumed in Chapter 4. Three structural materials at my choice 
have been used as the pipe material. The reason for choosing these three materials is 
explained in Chapter 6. Table 5.1 shows the pressure surge calculated from the LMNO 
calculator for Instantaneous Valve Closure Pressure. 
Table S. 1 Instantaneous closure water hammer pressure surge 
Instantaneous Closure 
Water Hammer Pressure (psi) 
Pipe 
Material 
lnconel®718 
(Ep = 30,600 ksi) 
Duplex Stainless Steel 
(Ep = 29,000 ksi) 
Aermet® 340 
(Ep = 27,900 ksi) 
Reservoir Depths and Maximum Velocity Vmax 
10.000' 
Vmax = 139.6 ft/s 
2,965.82 
2,961.60 
2,958.91 
20.000' 
Vmax = 89.3ft/s 
1,897.70 
1895.18 
1893.28 
30.000' 
Vmax = 65.8ft/s 
1,398.91 
1,397.06 
1,395.65 
Under the same reservoir pressure assumption, the water hammer pressure surge 
decreases with the increasing depth of the reservoir. The water hammer pressure surge 
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also will decrease for a more flexible pipe material (with lower elasticity modulus). The 
maximum water hammer pressure surge found was when the reservoir is at 10,000 ft 
depth with a pipe built from Inconel® 718. The highest pressure surge is 2,965.82 psi as 
shown in the table. 
(2) Finite Time Closure 
The finite time closure water hammer pressure calculation is also based on the reservoir 
depths and subsurface safety valve depths assumed in Chapter 4. The time for the closure 
is assumed to be 0.1 s. Inconel® 718 is selected for the pipe material. Therefore, the water 
hammer pressures are calculated as in Table 5.2. 
Table 5. 2 Finite time closure water hammer pressure surge 
Finite Time Closure 
Water Hammer Pressure 
(psi) 
SSSV Depth 
(ft) 
2,000 
5,000 
8,000 
Reservoir Depths & Flow Rate Q 
10,000' 
Q = 8.077 ft3/s 
907.13 
1,937.75 
2,968.37 
20,000' 
Q = 5.139 ft3/s 
687.08 
1,717.70 
2,748.32 
30,000' 
Q= 3.775 ft3/s 
687.08 
1,717.70 
2,748.30 
The pressure surge calculated from the LMNO calculator for finite time closure model is 
generally smaller than the instantaneous closure results. Therefore, the results from the 
instantaneous closure cases are the worst-case scenario estimation for water hammer 
pressure surge. From the results in Table 5.2, it is easy to find that the water hammer 
pressure calculated from the finite time closure model gave the same results for reservoir 
at 20,000 ft and 30,000 ft. Hence, the accuracy of the LMNO calculator for finite time 
closure model is not reliable. However, for this preliminary stage of the subsurface safety 
valve design, a rough estimation of the ID water hammer pressure is necessary as a 
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pressure loading reference. Therefore, for the finite element analysis conducted in 
Chapter 6, the pressure surge calculated from the instantaneous closure results is adopted. 
In order to acquire a more accurate water hammer pressure for the second design stage of 
the subsurface safety valve, a 3D fluid structure interaction (FSI) study is expected. 
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Chapter 6 
Finite Element Analysis 
6.1 Problem Description 
So far, the fluid mechanics during the opening process and the water hammer during 
closing process of the flapper have been studied. The failure modes of flapper valve 
caused by the high fluid pressure effects need to be examined accurately by numerical 
approaches. 
During the opening process of the flapper valve, the upper sleeve tube activated by the 
hydraulic pressure must push open the flapper against high fluid pressure from the 
reservoir side. However, for extreme high pressure and high temperature application, 
even assuming the hydraulic pressure is large enough to activate the opening process, 
highly concentrated stress and large strain are expected at the contact area between the 
sleeve tube and flapper. Considering the life expectation of the subsurface safety valve, a 
low-cycle fatigue would happen and cause safety valve failure. 
During the closing process of the flapper valve, the motion of the flapper can be treated 
as a rigid body rotation around the fixed axis along the hinge-pin. The possible failures 
are expected after the flapper fully closes the production pipe. The closure process 
happens within tenth of a second, high impact is expected between the flapper and the 
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sleeve tube in such a slam motion. The flapper also needs to withstand the high reservoir 
side pressure and a short time pressure surge caused by water hammer. 
6.2 Finite Element Method and Pre-processing 
Among all the most used numerical methods in the realm of engineering design, finite 
element method (FEM) or finite element analysis (FEA) has the incomparable advantages 
with respect to representing complex geometry. Finite element analysis approximates the 
solution of interest by first breaking up a complex structure or geometry into small sub-
domains with regulated shapes, or the so-called elements. Each element is connected to 
each other with shared nodes. Then the governing equations or the integral form of the 
governing equations are solved for the nodal values, the solution within any element can 
be obtained by interpolation of its consisting nodal valves. In this study, the finite 
element analysis of the subsurface safety valve is carried out by using Ansys® 
Workbench. 
The beginning point of the finite element analysis is the CAD model of the subsurface 
safety valve assembly. The original CAD models built in Solidworks are imported into 
Ansys Workbench through international graphic exchange standards. Unnecessary 
details of fillets and chamfers are not included to avoid additional meshing difficulties. 
The CAD models used in finite element analysis are identical to those used in 
computational fluid dynamics. Therefore, fluid pressures could be further mapped 
accurately onto the corresponding flapper surfaces as pressure loadings. After successful 
import of the CAD solid model, Boolean operations have been conducted to obtain a half 
model from the plane of its geometry symmetry. Only half model of the flapper valve 
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assembly is necessary for the finite element analysis. The benefits of using only a half 
model are both reducing computation time and saving memory and storage, as well as 
simplifying the results display. 
Figure 6.1 Imported half geometry model of flapper assembly (15-Degree Open) 
In Figure 6.1, it is seen that four main parts of the flapper assembly have been imported 
successfully, namely, the flapper, hinge-pin, sleeve tube and the flapper chamber. The 
flapper chamber has been treated as a rigid body for two reasons. First, the main focus of 
this FEA study is the stress and strain response of the flapper and sleeve tube, especially 
around the contact region between sleeve tube and the flapper. The deformation and the 
stress level of the flapper chamber are of less concern compared to that. Second, the non-
commercial edition of Ansys® Workbench vl2.0 in use has an upper limit on node 
numbers, rigid body treatment of the flapper chamber could save nodes for a refined 
mesh at the contact region between sleeve tube and the flapper. 
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6.2.1 Contact Settings 
The contact regions between each flapper valve components are automatically detected 
by Ansys® Workbench vl2.0 when the CAD model is imported. There are five contact 
types available in Ansys® Workbench vl2.0 for face, node and edge contacts, such as 
bonded, no separation, frictionless, rough and factional. The differences of the five 
contact types are summarized in Table 6.1. For this quasi-static stress analysis, only 
bonded and no separations types are used. 
Table 6.1 Contact types in Ansys Workbench v!2.0 
Contact Types 
Bonded 
No Separation 
Frictionless 
Rough 
Frictional 
Properties 
No sliding and separation, glue together 
No separation, but small frictionless sliding allowed 
Free sliding, separation happens when contact pressure equals 
zero 
Perfect frictional contact, no sliding, separation happens when 
contact pressure equals zero 
Frictional factor required, sliding happens after shear stress up 
to a certain magnitude 
The underlying formulation methods for solving contact problems in Ansys® Workbench 
vl2.0 are available in four main kinds, such as Augmented Lagrange, Pure Penalty, 
Multi-point Constraint (MPC) and Normal Lagrange. For this study, contacts are either 
edge-to-surface or surface-to-surface contacts. The contact effects between sleeve tube 
and flapper need to be accurately evaluated while no-penetration condition should be 
satisfied. Therefore, MPC is first not suitable for this study where the contact based 
results will be zero, such as contact pressure. For pure penalty methods, the no 
penetration condition is satisfied by setting contact stiffness matrix to be infinite large, 
which can not be fully satisfied with numerical solutions, thus is less accurate. The 
Augmented Lagrangian method is actually a penalty method with penetration control. 
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Thus, no-penetration condition is hardly satisfied using Augmented Lagrangian method. 
For this study, the Normal Lagrangian method is used to solve for the contact problem. 
The Normal Lagrangian method satisfies the no-penetration condition without dealing the 
contact stiffness matrix. A Lagrangian multiplier is used on the normal direction between 
contact surfaces and a penalty method is used in the tangential direction. Thus no-
penetration condition should be strictly satisfied. The contact settings for this finite 
element analysis are set as follows, 
Table 6. 2 Contact settings in the static stress analysis of the flapper valve 
Contact Sets 
Flapper and Sleeve Tube 
Flapper and Hinge-pin 
Flapper and Chamber 
Hinge-pin and Chamber 
Sleeve Tube and Chamber 
Contact Types 
Bonded/No Penetration 
No Penetration 
No Penetration 
No Penetration 
No Penetration 
Formulations 
Normal Lagrangian 
Normal Lagrangian 
Normal Lagrangian 
Normal Lagrangian 
Normal Lagrangian 
6.2.2 Element Types and Mesh Results 
For this quasi-static stress analysis, two types of elements are needed, such as solid body 
elements and contact surface elements. The body elements used in Ansys® Workbench 
is SOLID 187 [30], a 3D 10-node tetrahedral structural element. This type of quadratic 
elements by Ansys® Workbench can promise a well-shaped mesh on even the most 
complicated geometries. For the contact regions, Ansys® Workbench vl2.0 uses 
CONTA174 [30], a 3D 8-node surface-to-surface contact element. CONTA 174 located 
between the surface of a solid element or shell element and shares the same geometric 
characteristics of the connected element faces. 
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Mesh controls of the contact areas between sleeve tube and flapper, flapper and hinge-pin 
have been made to achieve a highly refined mesh resolution there. The mesh results are 
listed in Table 6.3, the total number of the nodes for each case is controlled under 30,000, 
because of the node limitation of the non-commercial Ansys® Workbench vl2.0. One of 
the mesh results for the case of 15-degree open angle is shown in Figure 6.3. There the 
sleeve tube contacts the flapper at the inner center part close to the hinge-pin, highly 
refined meshes with an element size around 0.1 in are achieved. The hinge-pin is the 
second place that requires a refined mesh. Mesh control is set to be 0.05 in there. For the 
other cases, mesh results are quite similar, details are omitted here to avoid redundancy. 
Figure 6.4 shows the mesh results for the fully closed case, the sleeve tube is connected 
to the flapper in this case, therefore the refined meshes are at the sealing circle around the 
edge of the flapper, and the mesh at the hinge-pin is also refined in this case with a 0.05 
in mesh control as in other cases. 
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Figure 6. 2 SOLID187 and CONTA174 element illustrations 
Table 6. 3 Mesh facts for the quasi-static stress analysis 
Open Angle 
Nodes 
Elements 
Open Angle 
Nodes 
Elements 
C CD 
20,634 
10,848 
55° 
18,739 
10,666 
15ffl 
12,451 
5,572 
65° 
25,760 
14,138 
25° 
20,471 
11,763 
75" 
20,583 
117,565 
35" 
20,936 
12,060 
Fully Open 
9,644 
4,585 
4 5 o 
18,280 
10,337 
Fully Closed 
22,748 
11,978 
^ ^ 
Figure 6. 3 Mesh facts of 15-Degree open case 
wsvs 
Figure 6. 4 Mesh facts of fully closed case 
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6.2.3 Material Selection 
There are two main issues to consider for the material selection of subsurface safety valve 
designs. First is the high volume of hydrogen sulfide, polysulfide and sulfur at the 
downhole environment, the resulting chemical corrosion on the material could cause 
failure of the subsurface safety valve. Therefore, the selected material should have the 
ability to resist corrosion. The second issue is the strength of the material. High strength 
material is highly recommended for an extreme high pressure and high temperature 
application, since the flapper needs to stand the extreme high pressure loading and the 
slam impact during and after its opening and closing operation. 
To fulfill the above-mentioned material properties for an extreme high pressure and high 
temperature application, an extensive search for the suitable materials has been 
conducted. The material cost is not considered in this study. The final selection has been 
focused on three type of metals, for instance, Duplex stainless steel, Aermet® Alloys and 
Corrosion Resistant Alloys (CRA). 
Corrosion Resistant Alloys (CRA) were first applied in oil and gas industry in 1970s 
[31]. CRAs are well known for their both corrosion resistant ability and high strength. 
Such one kind of CRAs that is currently used in the oil and gas industry is 
INCONEL®718. INCONEL®718 [32] is a precipitation-hardenable nickel-chromium 
alloy with other amounts of iron and niobium. iNCONEL®718 is selected for this study. 
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For comparison, Duplex stainless steel and Aermet® alloy are also selected for this 
study. Duplex stainless steel is an austenite and ferrite formulated steel with corrosion 
resistant ability. However, their strength is comparatively low to the CRAs. Aermet 
alloy [33] is an ultra-high strength martensitic steel alloys. This kind of alloy has an 
extensive use in aeronautical components, armor etc. where high strength, high fracture 
toughness and exceptional resistance to stress corrosion cracking and fatigue are required. 
The drawback of the Aermet® alloy is that it is not chemical corrosion resistant. 
Aermet®340 is the one with the highest strength in the Aermet® alloy family and thus 
been selected for this study. 
Table 6.4 Chosen material properties 
47N+ 25 Cr Super 
Duplex Stainless Steel 
INCONEL" Alloy 718 
Aermet 340 
Yield Ultimate Elasticity „ . , „ .. 
OA , „. ,. __ . , Poisson's Density Strengh Strength Modulus „ .. ,,,,.
 3i 
, .f , .?
 n ., Ratio (lb/m) (psi) (psi) (ksi) 
79,800 112,000 29,000 0.3 0.283 
160,000 199,400 30,600 0.3 0.296 
314,000 352,000 27,900 0.3 0.284 
6.2.4 Boundary Conditions 
Two types of boundary conditions are set for the static stress analysis, symmetric 
conditions and fixed boundary conditions. The boundary conditions for the 35-degree 
open case are set as in Figure 6.5. They are applied on the top of the sleeve tube, and two 
ends of the flapper chamber. The symmetric boundary conditions for the same case are 
set as in Figure 6.6. The normal displacements of the symmetric faces are set to zero. 
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Figure 6. 5 Fixed boundary conditions (35 degree open) 
Figure 6. 6 Symmetric boundary conditions (35 degree open) 
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6.2.5 Pressure Loadings 
The fluid pressure results obtained from the Ansys® CFX vl2.0 can be mapped into 
Ansys® Workbench vl2.0 as imported pressure loading for the static stress analysis. For 
all nine opening flapper angles, the pressure acting on the flapper is imported onto three 
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faces (flapupsl, flapdnsl and flapsdl). One of the mapping results for a 35-degree open 
case is shown in Figure 6.7. The peak pressure imported is 269 psi compared to a value 
of 282 psi. For the case where the flapper is fully opened, additional pressure mappings 
onto the sleeve tube are conducted. The pressure mapping results projected onto the 
sleeve tube is shown in Figure 6.8. The peak pressure imported is 5 psi compared to a 
value of 33 psi. 
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Figure 6. 7 CFX pressure mapping on the flapper (35 degree open) 
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Figure 6. 8 CFX pressure mapping on the sleeve tube (fully open) 
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For the fully closed case, the maximum loading happens at the closure point of the 
flapper. The flapper needs to seal against the hydrostatic pressure of the crude oil from 
both sides, the pressure surge caused by the water hammer and the impact caused by the 
motion of the flapper. For the hydrostatic pressure, assumptions have been made on three 
installation depth of the subsurface safety valve at 2,000 ft, 5,000 ft and 8,000 ft. A 3,000 
psi water hammer pressure surge is added to the reservoir side of the flapper valve. 
Considering the results from Chapter 5, 3,000 psi should serve as a good estimation of 
pressure surge. Another rotation velocity of 3.14 rad/s is also applied to the flapper 
assuming the flapper rotates 90 degree to shut off the well in 0.1 s with a constant angular 
acceleration. The Pressure loadings combining hydrostatic and water hammer pressures 
are shown in Table 6.5, 
Table 6. 5 Pressure loading for fully closed case 
Pressure Loadings for fully closed case 
flap_ups (Upstream side)* 
Depth of SSSV (ft) 
2,000 
5,000 
8,000 
10,000 
30,251 
31,282 
32,312 
Reservoir Depth (ft) 
20,000 30,000 
26,816 
27,846 
28,877 
23,380 
24,411 
25,442 
flap dns 
(Downstream side) 
687 
1,717 
2,748 
"'Water Hammer Pressure = 3,000 psi, 
Reservoir pressure = 30,000 psi 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
After the finite element analysis, stress, strain and displacement contours are obtained for 
both opening process and fully closed case. 
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6.3.1 Discussion on Operating Process 
For the opening process, the sleeve tube needs to push the flapper open. The loading on 
the flapper is very high due to the high pressure of the fluid. The contact force between 
the flapper and the upper sleeve tube high stress level there. Plastic deformations around 
the contact area are observed for sleeve tube, flapper and hinge-pin. A set of stress and 
strain contour plots over the opening process of the flapper is shown in Figure 6.9. The 
left figures are stress contour plots and the right ones are the strain plots. The red color 
shows the area where the stress is over the yield point (160,000 psi) of the material used 
and strain is over 0.05. From Figure 6.9 (a) to (i), the transform of the high stress and 
strain area from the flapper to the hinge-pin at the initial stage of the opening process is 
observed to be caused by the movement of the contact point between sleeve tube and 
flapper. After certain opening angle (i.e., 15 degree), high stress and strain areas are only 
observed where stress concentration is expected, specifically, the contact point between 
sleeve tube and the flapper. 
(a) 5 degree open 
Figure 6. 9 Stress and strain plot for different opening angles (Inconel® 718) 
(5 degree open angle) 
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(b) 15 degree open 
(c) 25 degree open 
(d) 35 degree open 
(e) 45 degree open 
Figure 6. 9 (a)-(i) Stress and strain plot for different opening angles (Inconel 718) (continue) 
(15 degree through 45 degree open angles) 
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(f) 55 degree open 
(g) 65 degree open 
(h) 75 degree open 
(i) 87 degree open (Fully Open) 
Figure 6. 9 Stress and strain plot for different opening angles (Inconel 718) (continue) 
(55 degree through 87 degree open angles) 
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Under my assumption for the extreme high pressure and high temperature conditions, all 
three materials failed for a stress level over their ultimate stresses. For high strength 
materials, although Inconel®718 and Aermet®340 have higher yield points, their elasticity 
modulus are quite similar to Duplex stainless steel. Therefore, the maximum stress, strain 
and displacement level are quite close for all the three materials used. Table 6.6 shows 
the maximum stress, strain and displacement of three materials at 5-degree open case. 
Table 6. 6 Material behavior comparison (5-degree open) 
Reservoir at 30,000ft 
5 Deg Open 
Duplex 
Inconel 718 
Aermet 
Max Stress (psi) 
1.23E+06 
1.23E+06 
1.22E+06 
Max Strain 
0.042 
0.04 
0.043 
Max Displacement (in) 
0.28 
0.265 
0.291 
Figure 6.10 compares the maximum stress level observed for two high strength materials, 
Inconel®718 and Aermet®340. Aermet®340 performs slightly better than Inconel®718. 
However, the peak valves of the maximum stress for both materials exceed their ultimate 
strength point. The peak stress valves are observed from the figure at 75 and 35-degree 
open cases. Compared with the Figure 6.9 (b) and (d), the reason for these two peaks is 
that at these two positions, the hinge-pin has experienced a high loading force. In the next 
phase of design study, the sizes of the hinge-pin will be varied to attempt to reach 
acceptable stress levels. 
Maximum Stress Leve! - (Reservoir at 30,000 ft) 
1 . 2 0 E + 0 7 j -•-- - — - -
1.00E+07 i a~UBE±Q7^ 
I 
^O-^lnconel 718 
= ^ Aermet 340 
100 
Opening Angle (degree) 
Figure 6.10 Maximum stress level (Reservoir at 30,000 ft) 
6.3.2 Discussion on Fully-Closed situation 
The flapper valve has shown a good sealing ability at the fully-closed position. Figure 
6.11 shows the displacement contour of the flapper under the assumed loadings (impact, 
water hammer, hydrostatic). 
ft 2000 ( i 0000) Inconet 
i—. o.toseaMw 
\ 
8:20O0 (1DODO) ncone) . 
o-tasoSMm 
:
-OS 1.-27 
b O.0116'5 
Figure 6.11 Displacement contour of flapper at fully-closed position 
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Figure 6.12 shows the stress contour of flapper valve at 5,000 ft deep and reservoirs at 
10,000ft, 20,000ft and 30,000ft deep respectively. Stress levels over the yield point are 
discovered on both the sleeve tube and flapper. Basically, the deeper the reservoir, the 
less stress discovered on flapper. Therefore, the subsurface safety valve should be placed 
as far above the reservoir as possible but below the mud line. 
(a) 10,000 ft (b) 20,000 ft (c) 30,000 ft 
Figure 6.12 Flapper valve at 5,000 ft for various reservoir depths 
6.3.3 Lower Maximum Stress of the Flapper Valves 
As shown in Figure 6.10, the maximum stress level is over the ultimate stress of the high 
strength material during the opening process of the flapper. The worst scenario during the 
opening process occurs at a 15-degree opening angle of the flapper. Therefore, a further 
design study on the flapper is required to lower the maximum stress to an acceptable 
stress level. The maximum stress levels are finally lowered to under yield stress point of 
the selected material with three design efforts. The modified model is shown in Figure 
6.13. A new sleeve tube with a flat end (grey) has been added to the flapper valve 
assembly; the thickness of the new sleeve tube is 0.1 in; the end fillet radius of the new 
md f: Copy of SSBB (30O0O) iDcond 
Etjiv^tent Stresl 
Type- Equc.-atent fvetvMises) Sires* 
Uh*.ps 
sleeve tube is 0.2 in. The width of the flapper handle is changed to 7.5 in instead of 0.8 
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in. The diameter of the hinge-pin is kept as 0.25 in as before. For this study of the 
opening process, the stress level on the hinge-pin is reduced to an acceptable level after 
using the new sleeve tube. However, further parametric study of the diameter of the 
hinge-pin should be done to lower the stress level. 
Figure 6.13 Modified flapper valve with a flat mouth sleeve tube 
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A parametric study of the flapper valve is first conducted. Since the high stress level is 
discovered at the contact area and the hinge-pin at the small opening angles (15 degree to 
35 degree). The width of the flapper handle (FlapHandle_Wdth) is chosen for the 
parametric study. After the study, FlapHandle_Wdth is increased to 1.5 in. Second, to 
further lower the shear stress on the hinge-pin, which is the main reason causing a high 
stress level on the hinge-pin, three bearing supports are created to hold the hinge-pin as 
shown in Figure 6.13(b) while the width of its tabs are 0.2 in, 0.3 in and 0.2 in. After 
these two efforts, the maximum stress level at a 15-degree opening position is reduced 
from 1.03E7 psi (Figure 6.10) to 9.97E5 psi as shown in Figure 6.13. 
1 Max: 9.97e«0O5l 
von 
'SI 
ttises(psi) 
1.60e*005 
1.47e»005 
133e«0OS 
. 1.20e«WS 
. 1.07e*O0S 
> 9.33e»004 
i 8.0fle»004 
I 6.67e«004 
! S.33e«004 
4.00e»004 
2.67e*004 
1.33e«004 
0.00e+000 
Maximum stress is lowered to 9.97E5 psi 
Figure 6.14 Stress plot of three bearing supported flapper valve (IS degree open) 
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Maximum stress is lowered to 2.09E5 psi 
Figure 6.15 Stress contour plot of a flapper using a flat mouth sleeve tube (15 degree open) 
The third effort is conducted using a new sleeve tube with a flat end to push open the 
flapper instead of the sleeve-tube used (Figure 3.4) so far. There are two main benefits of 
using a flat end sleeve tube. First, the contact area has been moved from the 
neighborhood of the hinge-pin to the outer center areas of the flapper (areas with red 
color in Figure 6.15), and therefore the stress level on the hinge-pin is lowered 
significantly. Second, the new sleeve tube has two contact areas with the flapper, which 
further lowers the maximum stress by half. The maximum stress level on the flapper is 
finally lowered to 2.1E5 psi as shown in Figure 6.15. Therefore, according to Table 6.4, 
the current used Inconel® 718 with a yield point of 1.6E5 psi do not currently meet the 
requirements for my design. Materials with higher strength must be used, i.e., Aermet" 
340, which has a yield point of 3.14E5 psi, will be chosen for my valve design. 
Alternatively, additional parametric changes must be conducted to reduce the peak stress 
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level for Inconel® 718. Of course, exceeding the yield stress is allowed if additional 
design studies are completed. They would be to either conduct a low cycle fatigue study 
and/or a detailed fracture mechanics (crack tip) study in the peak stress region. These will 
be done in the second phase of the design study. 
6.3.4 Discussion on Fatigue Analysis 
From the previous finite element analysis results, it is evident that the subsurface safety 
valve experiences a high level of stress due to the fluid pressure loadings during its 
opening and closing process. As introduced before, during the twenty-year life 
expectation of the subsurface safety valve, such operations will be executed for around a 
hundred times. Therefore, the subsurface safety valve should stand such pressure 
loadings cyclically for around a hundred times. A highly possible failure mode caused by 
the fatigue issue of the material should be taken care of for this design. 
Typically, fatigue can be classified into high cycle (> 100,000 cycles) and low cycle 
fatigue (10-100,000 cycles). The fatigue issue of the subsurface safety valves is a low 
cycle fatigue problem. For a low cycle fatigue, the stress exceeds the yield point and 
plastic deformation occurs, hence, the plastic strain become predominant for the low 
cycle fatigue. For example, in the case when the flapper is 5-degree opened as in Figure 
6.9, the maximum stress is 1.23e6 psi (the yield stress for the selected material 
INCONEL® 718 is 160,000 psi). Considering the plastic strain as a main failure factor, 
the strain-life method should be applied to predict the life span of the subsurface safety 
valve. In order to do so, the strain life curves of the material need to be obtained. 
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However, in this study, fatigue analysis is not further conducted for two reasons. First, 
the current license of Ansys® Workbench does not offer the fatigue analysis function. 
Second, the information on the strain-life curves for the high strength material is not 
available, only stress-life curves are found. However, fatigue is an important issue for the 
design of subsurface safety valves for extreme high pressure and high temperature 
applications, which is left to the further study for this design project. 
6.4 Investigation on Metal-to-Metal Sealing Flappers 
The sealing problem has always been a concern for the oil and gas industry, especially for 
extreme high pressure and high temperature applications, where hostile environments 
with high acid corrosion are common. The traditional elastomeric sealing materials are 
expected to fail in those extreme environments. Therefore, metal to metal sealing 
technique has become a basic feature that XHPHT subsurface safety valve designs should 
have. For a flapper valve design, the flapper needs to seal off the reservoir fluid after its 
closure. Ideally, that requires a perfect contact between the upper sleeve tube and the 
flapper surface. In practice the MMS specifies a small allowable leak rate. Considering 
the high hydrostatic pressure loading from the reservoir side, the gap between the flapper 
and the sleeve tube caused by their deformation should be eliminated and the contact 
pressure along the contact region should be evenly distributed. 
In this study, finite element analysis of the contact pressure of three different seal types of 
the flapper and the upper sleeve tube are studied. The three analyzed flappers with 
different sealing designs are shown in Figure 6.16, namely, flat-seal flapper, teeth-seal 
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flapper and curve-seal flapper. Figure 6.16 (a) shows a flapper with two flat contact areas 
at the two ends, Figure 6.16 (b) shows a flapper with a interlocked contact areas at the 
two ends and Figure 6.16 (c) shows the normal curved flapper that has been used in this 
thesis so far. 
hi 
(a) Flat seal (b) Teeth seal (c) Curve seal 
Figure 6.16 Flapper designs with different seal features 
For each solid model as shown in Figure 6.16, the material used for the contact stress 
FEA is a kind of the ordinary stainless steels, i.e., Duplex stainless steel. Boundary 
conditions are set as the same as in the fully closed cases. A 30,000 psi pressure loading 
has been applied to the upstream side of the flapper (flap_upsl). The FEA results are 
shown in two sets of vector plots. The vector plot of the contact pressures are shown in 
Figure 6.17 and the vector plots of flapper displacements are shown in Figure 6.18. 
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(a) Flat-seal flapper 
(c) Curve-seal flapper 
Figure 6. 17 Vector plots of contact pressure for three different flapper seal types 
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(a) Flat-seal flapper (b) Teeth-seal flapper 
(c) Curve-seal flapper 
Figure 6.18 Vector plots of flapper displacements for different flapper seal types 
Figure 6.17 shows that contact pressure for the curve seal flapper is more evenly 
distributed than the other two seal types. For flat-seal flappers, there are areas where 
contact pressures are zero. That means gaps between the flat-seal flapper and upper 
sleeve tube exist and would cause a fluid leakage. From the displacement vector plot of 
flat-seal flapper (Figure 6.18 (a)), it is shown the gap is caused by a transverse 
displacement along the flat contact area. For teeth-seal flapper, the situation is better than 
the flat-seal flapper, but zero contact pressures are still observed from the area other than 
the teeth contact area. Its displacement vector plot (Figure 6.18 (b)) shows that the 
displacement of the flapper is more restricted to the vertical direction because of its teeth 
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interlock features. The reason curve-seal flapper achieve a better sealing result with 
evenly distributed pressure could be observed from its displacement vector plot (Figure 
6.18 (c)). It is shown that the displacement at the contact area of the curve-seal flapper is 
neither vertical nor horizontal, but along the contact areas. Therefore, a good contact is 
always assured during the deformation of the flapper. 
In summary, the curve-seal flapper assures a better contact to the upper sleeve tube 
compared to the other two types, i.e., flat-seal and teeth-seal flapper. For the second 
design stage, a curve-seal flapper should be continued to use for the design and to achieve 
a better metal to metal sealing. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
7.1 Thesis Work Summary 
The knowledge on the fluid field change during the movement of the flapper is critical 
for a successful design of the new subsurface safety valve. However, for an extreme high 
pressure (30,000 psi) and high temperature (450°F) (XHPHT) application, such 
information is limited. This study has successfully simulated the mechanical behavior of 
a flapper shaped subsurface safety valve under such XHPHT conditions. 
Starting with the suitable assumptions on the depths, pressure and temperature conditions 
of ultra-deep water reservoirs, this thesis developed the corresponding pipeline fluid 
regions according to the fluid properties suggested by RPSEA. Then a quasi-static study 
on the fluid structure interactions between the flapper and the pipe flow has been 
conducted. Fluid pressures have been successfully mapped from Ansys® CFX vl2.0 to 
Ansys® Workbench vl2.0. The results show the extreme difficulty to open at the initial 
opening stage of the flapper valve due to high differential pressure across the flapper. 
High stress and strain level on the flapper and pin suggests a plastic deformation and 
design weakness. After a careful parametric study and usage of a flat mouth sleeve tube, 
the maximum stress level discovered on the flapper has been reduced to an acceptable 
level. The water hammer problem of the subsurface safety valve has also been quantified 
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in this thesis using a ID water hammer model. The maximum water hammer pressure 
surge calculated by neglecting the valve closure time does not exceed 3,000 psi for a 
30,000 psi reservoir pressure, regardless of the reservoir depths. The fully closed 
situation of the valve has also been evaluated considering the impact caused by a slam 
closure and the water hammer pressure. The curved flapper design performs well as to 
seal off the fluid if the material strength is high enough. Metal-to-metal sealing is 
required for the subsurface safety valve design, a curved flapper used in this study has 
been proven to have a better sealing capability against extreme high pressures from the 
reservoir side compared to other types of seal flappers. 
7.2 The second design stage 
This master thesis summarizes the design work at the preliminary design stage of the 
RPSEA design project of the subsurface safety valve (SSSV) for extreme high pressure 
and high temperature (XHPHT) applications. The information regarding the pressure 
loading and static stress analysis obtained in this thesis work serves as a good reference 
for the second design stage of this project. However, before moving onto the next design 
stage, several problems discovered or not covered in this master thesis should be 
mentioned. 
The stress and strain level of the flapper during the opening process is quantified; the 
maximum stress valves obtained are controlled under the yield point of the material 
which is currently known to have the highest strength. The stress and strain results should 
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be used as a reference for the further design. The highly concentrated stress and strain 
level at the hinge-pin and around the contact region between sleeve tube and the flapper 
indicates the weak design area that should arouse attention for improvement. Parametric 
design of the flapper, e.g., the diameter of the hinge-pin, the thickness of the flapper, 
should be conducted to further lower the maximum stress valve. 
Fatigue problem is mentioned in this thesis study, but is not further estimated because of 
the information on the fatigue properties, such as strain-life curve, of the high strength 
material are missing. In the senior design stage, life design of the subsurface safety valve 
should be done. 
Assistance features including fail-safe torsion spring, pressure self-equalizing mechanism 
and magnetic coupling technique should be considered in the future design. In the future 
design work, a complete fluid structure interaction (FSI) analysis on the pipe flow and the 
flapper is expected for a more accurate result. However, this will be more challenging 
and time consuming than the quasi-static studies. 
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